
Just For Kids-Spring 2021 

SONGS (all ages) 

The Jewish prayer for peace is called OSEH SHALOM, and in this karaoke style 

lyrics video, you and your parents can learn all the words. There are lots of 

versions of Oseh Shalom, this one is a traditional Israeli melody by Nurit Hirsch. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ODQuc6PzVk 

IT’S SHABBAT!  If you know “Baby Shark,” you already know the tune to this song.  
Watch the Maccabeats, a Jewish a cappella group, sing a Shabbat parody of Baby 
Shark.  Then join the fun and sing along. https://youtu.be/mCwOQnIlnnU 
 

STORIES 

THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR by Eric Carle (ages 3-6, animated) 

IT’S SPRING! Have you seen any caterpillars yet?  When this little caterpillar 
hatches from his egg, he’s very hungry.  Watch this animated film to see him eat 
his way through the week. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY 

 
SOMETHING FROM NOTHING BY Phoebe Gilman (ages 5+ read aloud)) 
Have you ever outgrown a baby blanket or something special, but don’t want to 
throw it away?  When Joseph’s baby blanket gets tattered and worn out, he 
doesn’t want to either. See how his grandfather solves this problem over and 
over in this wonderful Jewish tale.   
HINT:  Be sure to look at the bottom of each page to see how the mouse family 
lives like Joseph’s underneath the floorboards! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHzav9BS-Fc 
 

Do you have a good memory? Test it out as you play this SHABBAT MEMORY CARD 

MATCH GAME.  Flip a card over, look at the picture, remember where it is, and see if 
you can find a matching card:  https://matchthememory.com/Shabbat 
 
Is a pineapple a vegetable?  Learn “SOME STUFF ABOUT VEGETABLES” with Dina and 
the blessing to say before eating them.  (ages 5-8) 
https://www.chabad.org/kids/whatif/default_cdo/aid/1210997/jewish/The-Blessing-
on-Vegetables.htm 
 
EARTH DAY IS COMING! 

 
WASTE NOT! (ages 5-8, animated) 
This cartoon shows the everyday Jewish idea of Bal Tashchit - it means to not be 
wasteful, and take care of the earth. Watch Gabi and Rafi explain why bal tashchit 
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is important to follow – not only on Earth Day, but every day.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUxGQ8tHVeg 
 

EARTH DAY COLORING PAGES: Print out the page you like and have fun 
coloring it in.  https://www.coloring.ws/earth.htm 

Are you a good word detective?  Try these EARTH DAY WORD SEARCHES.  You 
can choose the level that will challenge you: Easy, Medium, Hard, or Super Hard:  
https://www.bigactivities.com/word_searches/earth_day/index.php 
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